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GIFT FROM RUSSIAN PRINTERS

TOKEN OF FRIENDSHIP FOR

LONDON COLLEAGUES

An album presented by printers in Russia to printers in this country has recently
been received by the soviet Embassy* The donors ore the staff responsible for the

production of "Britanskyi Soyuznik",. the weekly journal of the British Embassy in

the U.S.S.R. and the gift is intended for presentation to the printers of "Soviet

War News" in London* It is an attractive production, intended as a spontaneous
demonstration of the friendly feeling which exists among the Russian printers towards

workers engaged in a similar occupation in great Britain. Besides- the text which is

addressed to "Dear Friends and Allies," the album contains photographs of the Russian

workers engaged in producing "Britanskyi Soyuznik", their children and scenes from

their family life. The text includes the following message-

"We, the compositors, pressmen, folders, skilled workmen, foremen of workshops
and employers of the Myag printing press, produce ''Britanskyi Soyuznik".

. "We read the newly gathered material of each number of the weekly with great
interest, we have acquired a great deal of information about you, our allies,

though not very many numbers have appeared. The photographs give as it were a living

image of your life and your war effort, we started publishing "Britanskyi Soyuznik"
with much zest and interest, we realise that in order to strengthen our alliance

with England, among other things, the people must know each other and know all that

is being done by the peoples of the two states*

"The front fills our thoughts and holds our attention. You will seldom find

among us anyone who hasn*t got a near and dear one at the front. Our children,fathers,

husbands, sisters, close relations and comrades are serving there. We feel the

pulsating life of the front; and we are all filled with a sense of joy when we

receive news from them of the courage and heroism of our glorious Red Army men and

commanders, The annihilation of the Germans at Stalingrad and the successes on the-

other fronts put new heart into us and gives us fresh strength and working energy.

The masterly way in which the operations of the English and American armies have been

carried out in Africa rouses our admiration.

"The collective of the workers of the printing press realises that it is by the

utmost exertion of every worker, engineer and administrator that victory will he won.

We believe and hope that the workers and the employers of your printing press are

doing their utmost for victory and the triumph of light, reason and progress.

"Let us strengthen our friendship and fighting alliance, The stronger our ties

and the greater our mutual help, the sooner the hour of victory. We shall obtain

victory in the struggle by the rallied ranks of all nations fighting against

Hitlerite Fascism and its hirelings, victory will be ours,"
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